The sound of dried leaves crunching as you walk and the shortening of days. The air that is becoming crisp without the warming rays of the summer sun. The changing light, and the trees that shift from shades of green into warm golds and reds. That is October in Wisconsin.

Autumn Gatherings captures the colors and mood of the season, and the way our lives change. As our attention turns to football games, apple orchards and pumpkin patches, Halloween and Thanksgiving, we embrace the coziness of these cozy flannel plaids, heathers, and herringbones. So wrap yourself in Autumn Gatherings Flannels.
PRI 796 Swirling Leaves 100” x 100”

PRI 801 Garden Mums 60” x 72”

PRI 799 Wisconsin Autumn 76” x 96”

PRI 798 Falling Leaves 98” x 98”
Autumn Gatherings
Flannels

BY: Primitive Gatherings
Autumn Gatherings Flannels  BY: PRIMITIVE GATHERINGS

Panels measure 24" x 44".

- 49180 12F*  • 40 Prints
- 49180 11F*  • 100% Premium Cotton
- ABF includes 38 skus plus 1 panel 49180-12F. F8F does not include panels.
- LCs & PPs include 38 skus plus two each of 49186-111F & 19F

* Asst. 15F  • Low Cal 10HF  • JUNE DELIVERY